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The geometric and the electronic structures of terbium-silicon anions, TbSin
- (6 e n e 16) were investigated

by using photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) and a chemical-probe method. The clusters were produced by a
double-rod laser vaporization technique. From trends observed in the electron affinities (EAs), the TbSin

-

clusters were categorized into three groups of (I) 6e n e 9, (II) n ) 10, 11, and (III)n g 12. Together with
adsorption reactivity toward H2O it is concluded that a Tb atom is encapsulated inside a Sin cage atn g 10;
Tb@Sin.

I. Introduction

Small silicon clusters have been extensively investigated both
experimentally and theoretically,1-9 because silicon is a semi-
conductor element of great importance in the microelectronics
industry. Recently, it was reported that Sin cage clusters with a
transition metal atom trapped on the inside of Sin; M@Sin
(M ) metal) act as a tunable building block of new materials.10

In addition to the silicide clusters, silicon nanocrystals have also
shown large application potential in optoelectronics,11-16 and
have been widely studied. In particular, the intense 1540 nm
photoluminescence observed from erbium (Er)-doped nano-
crystalline Si thin films has aroused interest in lanthanide-doped
Si nanocrystals.17-24

Although it is very significant to explore efficient novel light-
emitting materials, neither details of emission mechanism nor
crystalline structures of the lanthanide-atom-doped silicon
system are known. Microscopic knowledge of the geometric
and electronic structures for lanthanide-silicon binary clusters
is very important for fundamental understanding of the emission
mechanism and also for developing a promising way to design
optoelectronic materials by cluster assembly. Especially, the
formation of Ln@Sin (Ln ) lanthanide) clusters is fascinating
because it can be regarded as a novel minimum unit for a
molecular device.

In this study, we study the geometric and the electronic
structures of Sin clusters with one terbium (Tb) atom (a
lanthanide) by measuring the mass spectra, the adsorption
reactivities, and photoelectron spectra for the cluster anions.

II. Experimental Section

Details of both experimental setups of the chemical adsorption
experiment, and photoelectron spectroscopy have been described
in detail elsewhere.25 In brief, the binary clusters were produced
by the double rod laser vaporization technique. Both the Si and
the Tb rods were independently vaporized by means of two
frequency-doubled Nd3+:YAG lasers. The vaporized Si and Tb
atoms were cooled to room temperature with a high-pressure

He carrier gas (10 atm) and then grew into Tb-Si mixed
clusters. Here the Tb rod was located upstream, while the Si
rod was located downstream. However the exchange of the rod
position resulted in no change in the mass distribution of the
binary clusters.

To obtain information on the geometric structure of the binary
clusters, adsorption reactivity for the clusters was measured by
using a flow-tube reactor (FTR) combined with the cluster
source. Water vapor diluted with 1.5 atm of He gas was used
as the reactant gas, and was injected into FTR. The binary
clusters were synchronously mixed with the reactant gas pulse
at FTR, and reacted with the reactant molecule. After the cluster
beam was skimmed, the anion clusters were accelerated to 3
keV with a pulsed electric field, and were mass-analyzed by a
time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer equipped with a reflec-
tron. To measure the relative adsorption reactivity for the
clusters, mass spectra of the cluster anions were measured before
and after the reaction.

In the photoelectron spectroscopy measurements of the mixed
cluster anions, the clusters were accelerated to 900 eV. After
the ions were mass-selected, a pulsed electric decelerator
considerably reduced their kinetic energy before they entered
the photodetachment region of a magnetic-bottle-type electron
spectrometer. Then the fourth harmonic (266 nm, 4.66 eV) of
a pulsed Nd3+:YAG laser was focused onto the mass-selected
clusters to detach photoelectrons. The electrons were guided
by a strong inhomogeneous magnetic field and subsequently
with a weak guiding magnetic field, and detected by a
microchannel plate (MCP). Their kinetic energy was analyzed
by their TOF. The photoelectron signal was typically ac-
cumulated to 20000-40000 shots.

III. Results and Discussion

III.1. Geometric Structures of TbSin- Clusters.Figure 1 ,
parts a and b, show typical mass spectra of the Tb-Si binary
cluster anions before and after exposure to H2O, respectively.
Peaks of the mixed clusters are labeled by solid-triangles (2)
and bare clusters by (b). Spectrum (a) shows Sin

- clusters with
one Tb atom forn ) 6-16.

As clearly seen in Figure 1b, TbSin
- clusters atn ) 6-9

decrease upon reaction toward H2O gas, while the clusters with
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n ) 10-16 remain unchanged. It is reasonable to presume that
an exterior Tb atom is a reactive site for the adsorption reaction
of TbSin- clusters atn ) 6-9, because it has been known that
the reactivity of a lanthanide atom toward H2O is high, and the
lanthanide atoms react with H2O to form lanthanides-hydroxides/
oxides charge-transfer complexes. In contrast, the reactivities
of pure Sin- clusters are extremely low toward the reactant
molecules in comparison with the lanthanide atom. After the
adsorption reaction, indeed, no significant decrease of the peak
intensities for the pure Sin

- clusters was observed. The low
reactivity of TbSin- at n ) 10-16 toward H2O indicates that
the clusters have no exterior Tb atom. Thus, presumed geometric
structures of them are cage structures with a Tb atom trapped
on the inside of Sin clusters; Tb@Sin. In other words, 10 Si
atoms are necessary at least to surround one Tb atom with a
close-packed structure.

A similar M@Si (M ) metal) cage structure has already been
found in “transition metal-silicon” mixed clusters. In case of
“tungsten (W)-silicon” binary clusters, the smallest cluster size
of a caged WSin cluster is observed to be W@Si10 by Sanekata
et al.,26 to be W@Si12 by Kanayama and co-workers,10 and to
be W@Si15 by Beck, depending on production methods.27 These
results imply that it is possible to cover one Tb atom with a
caged Si10 cluster, providing sufficient interstitial space, although
the volume of a Tb atom is slightly larger that that of a W atom
(the metallic bond radii of a W atom and a Tb atom are about
1.37 and 1.78 Å, respectively.28) Furthermore, the existence of
caged TbSi10 clusters is also supported in terms of a bulk silicon
crystal doped with a metal atom. When a metal atom (e.g.,
transition metal atom) diffuses into the silicon lattice, it can
occupy an interstitial site in the lattice.29,30 The tetrahedral
interstitial site in the silicon crystal has 4 nearest neighbor atoms
and 6 next nearest neighbor atoms for a total coordination of
10 atoms (see Figure 1b of ref 31 or Figure 1 of ref 4a). This

coordination number suggestively correlates with the smallest
cluster size of Tb@Sin clusters.

As mentioned above, the geometric structures of TbSin
-

clusters were presumed by using the chemical probe method.
Although it is expected that some adducts were produced by
the adsorption reaction, they were not observed in the mass
spectrum (see Figure 1b). In some adsorption reactions, indeed,
some adduct peaks have been observed in the mass spectrum.25a

However, most of the adducts have been observed as the cluster
cations. Note in this study, we have examined the relative
adsorption measurement for the cluster anions. For the cluster
anions, it is generally difficult to observe the adducts in the
anion mass spectrum, because electron detachment is a main
process for stabilizing the adducts formed through an exothermic
reaction.32 Thus, most adducts produced by the adsorption
reaction result in neutral species, which are not observed in the
anion mass spectrum.

III.2. Photoelectron Spectra of TbSin- (n ) 6-16). To
reveal electronic structures of these clusters, we measured the
photoelectron spectra of these cluster anions. Photoelectron
spectroscopy for cluster anions is a powerful technique to
investigate the electronic and geometric structure of clusters with
size selection.

Figure 2 shows photoelectron spectra of TbSin
- (n ) 6-16)

at 266 nm. To obtain the threshold detachment energy (ET)
which corresponds to the upper limit of adiabatic electron
affinity (EA), the slope of the first onset was extrapolated
linearly to the baseline of the spectrum. A downward arrow
indicates the position ofET in each spectrum. The values of
EAs are listed in Table 1. From the spectral features, TbSin

clusters atn ) 6-16 were categorized roughly into three
groups: n ) 6-9, n ) 10, 11, andn ) 12-16. TbSin clusters

Figure 1. Time-of-flight mass spectra of Tb-Si binary cluster anions,
(a) before and (b) after absorption reaction with H2O. In the spectra
(a) and (b), peaks of pure Si clusters and Tb-Si binary clusters are
labeled by the solid-circles (b) and the solid-triangles (2), respectively.

Figure 2. Photoelectron spectra of TbSin
- (n ) 6-16) measured at a

photon energy of 4.66 eV (266 nm). (a)n ) 6-9 (group I), (b)n )
10, 11 (group II), and (c)n ) 12-16 (group III). The downward arrows
indicate threshold energies, corresponding to electron affinities.
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at n ) 6-9 are categorized as “group I” having EAs around
2.1 eV. TbSi10 and TbSi11 correspond to “group II” having EAs
around 3.6 eV, and TbSin clusters atn ) 12-16, having low
EAs of 1.0 eV, are “group III”.

Photoelectron spectra of pure Sin
- clusters at 266 nm have

been reported and their EAs have been determined.2,33 EAs of
Sin at n ) 6-16 are also listed in Table 1 in order to compare
with that of TbSin. EAs of Sin and TbSin are almost the same
at n ) 6-9 (group I). As mentioned in the preceding section,
TbSin (n ) 6-9) clusters presumably consist of the Sin clusters
and the exterior Tb atom. It is possible to presume that the
observed electron was detached from either a Si-localized orbital
or Tb-localized orbital. Here, it seems a reasonable expectation
that Tb-Sin clusters are formed through ionic bonding, distrib-
uting valence electrons of the Tb atom into the Sin clusters,
because most of the lanthanide complexes are well-known as
charge-transfer complexes where the lanthanide atoms are
positively charged. Thus, it is implied to transfer a 6s electron
of the Tb atom to the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO)
of pure Sin- clusters, resulting in a configuration of Tb1+Sin2-.
This reasonably explains the similarity between EAs of TbSin

and pure Sin. Namely, the electron-detachment occurs from the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of Sin

2- clusters
(corresponds to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
of Sin clusters) in TbSin- clusters. However, we cannot exclude
the contribution of the electron detachment from a Tb atom in
this work. To understand the molecular orbital of the clusters
more clear, a support by theoretical calculation is needed.

As shown in Figure 2, the EAs greatly increase to around
3.6 eV at TbSi10. The high EA was observed also at TbSi11,
although TbSi10

- seems slightly more stable than TbSi11
- in

EAs. As shown by low reactivity of these clusters toward H2O,
both the Tb atoms in TbSi10 and TbSi11 should be located in
the caged Si clusters; Tb@Sin. Therefore this drastic change in
EAs can also be explained according to the geometric change
into the caged structure. Through the Coulomb interaction with
central cationic Tb atom, the hollow Sin cage seemingly becomes
electron deficient, which results in a high EA of Tb@Sin. In
addition, delocalization of the electrons would occur on the cage,
and the delocalization results in high electron affinity of Tb@Sin.
Namely, the high EA observed in Tb@Si10 and Tb@Si11 is due
to Coulomb interaction with the centered Tb cation and
delocalization of the electrons on the cage, although a theoretical
support is needed.

As mentioned in the preceding section, both TbSi11 and TbSi12

consist of the Si cage cluster and the interior Tb atom.
Surprisingly, however, EA drastically drops to around 1.0 eV
at n ) 12, and the trend of low EAs is kept atn ) 12-16
(group III). The EA drop of more than 2 eV fromn ) 11 to 12

causes either stabilization of neutral TbSi12 or destabilization
of anionic TbSi12

-. Since low EA is widely observed for various
cluster sizes ofn ) 12-16 for TbSin, it seems reasonable that
the EA drop should not result from any particular geometric or
electronic stabilization. Namely, the EA drop should be at-
tributed to the destabilization in the anions rather than the
stabilization in the neutrals. It seems plausible that the desta-
bilization observed between Tb@Si11 and Tb@Si12 is due to a
considerable distortion of the caged Tb@Sin (n g 12), although
we cannot give a concrete picture for this distortion in the
present stage.

IV. Conclusions

Terbium-silicon binary clusters anions, TbSin
-, were pro-

duced by a double-laser vaporization method. To presume the
geometric structure of TbSin, the chemical probe method was
employed, and the adsorption reactivity of these clusters was
measured toward H2O. The high reactivity of TbSin

- at n )
6-9 indicated that the geometric structures of the clusters are
of Tb-exterior type (a Tb atom is located on the surface of the
Sin cluster). Since the reactivity of TbSin

- at n ) 10-16 was
low in contrast, the structures of their clusters were presumed
to be Tb-interior type (a Tb atom is located in the caged Sin

cluster; Tb@Sin). The size-dependence of their EAs measured
by anion photoelectron spectroscopy has revealed that the TbSin

clusters were categorized into three groups of (I) 6e n e 9,
(II) n ) 10, 11, and (III)n g 12. The high EAs observed in
Tb@Si10 and Tb@Si11 are presumably ascribed to Coulomb
interaction with the centered Tb cation and delocalization of
the electron on the cage. Both the results of the adsorption
reactivity and the photoelectron spectroscopy for TbSin

- clusters
indicated that the smallest Tb@Sin cluster is Tb@Si10.
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